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Used in industry



… and academia



Blackbox ML vs Bayesian modeling

● Pre-made, easy
● Can't customize
● One-size-fits-many
● Don't learn about ingredients
● More expensive (requires more 

data)

● Handmade, requires skill
● Can include dietary constraints 

(expert knowledge)
● Exactly to your taste
● Recipes can guide you
● Healthier ;-)

vs       



Insuring Rocket Launches









Data





Problem setting

● Fixed budget we want to allocate
● How to distribute?
● Those with 100% reliability seem 

like the safest bet
● Antares 230 and Atlas V 401 both 

have 100% reliability, so they are 
same, right?

● What's missing: uncertainty 
quantification



Quantifying uncertainty with Bayesian modeling

Instead of specifying the most likely value (e.g. 100%), we assign beliefs to 
every possible state (0% to 100%) using a probability distribution.



Priors

Before we look at any data, we first specify our beliefs in all possible states 
using a prior distribution.



Posterior distribution

When we see data, we update our beliefs about the possible states. The more 
data we observe, the more concentrated our beliefs will be.



Modeling our data

● Our data is successes out of total trials → binomial distribution
● This distribution



A Tale of Two Spaces

Parameter space

What we want to infer

Data space

What we observe

Generates

Constrains



Getting data into Python



This is the intuition behind Bayesian statistics

1. Start with some belief about possible states of the world (Prior)

2. Combine with an intuition of how the world works (Model and Likelihood)

3. Update your beliefs as data comes in - some beliefs might not be plausible 
anymore (Posterior)

Bayesian 
Model Posterior

Data

Prior 
belief



Here’s the model in PyMC3



Results





Models can be much more accurate
● Now that we have a simple model in place, it's a good idea to improve it. 
● PyMC3 makes this easy as we just have to extend the code, no new 

derivations of estimators necessary.
● One example that could be useful here: use a hierarchical model
● This would estimate a group distribution for each country and exploit the 

similarities

Model ignoring 
similarities

Hierarchical model with 
group distribution per 

country



Let's instead go into a different 
direction.



Have we actually solved anything?

● Instead of just a single number, we now have posterior distributions 
quantifying our uncertainty, that's kinda cool.

● Most data science would just call it a day.
● However, for data science to have an impact on the bottom line: Rather than 

provide plots that may inform a decision, help make a decision.
● Bayesian Decision Making provides an elegant framework for this.



Decision Time

How do we make the decision that maximizes profit given our model estimates?

? DecisionBayesian 
Model Posterior

Data

Prior 
belief



Step 1: Generate multiple plausible scenarios

Turn model parameters into scenarios according to their plausibility based on the 
data we have seen and the model.

DecisionBayesian 
Model Posterior

Data

Prior 
belief

Scenarios





Assign outcomes to scenarios

● Very simple assumptions:

○ If the rocket explodes, we lose the total cost of sending it to space (we have this from the 
able).

○ If the rocket lifts off, we get paid 60% of that total cost.

● We can easily make this more complicated, this is just for demonstration 
purposes.





What’s the profit taking uncertainty into account?

In order to find the best decision we need to define what best means by 
specifying an objective function.

DecisionBayesian 
Model Posterior

Data

Prior 
Belief

Objective 
Function

Scenarios



How should we allocate our budget?
Find order amount which maximizes profit across all simulated rocket 
launches while taking constraints (budget and max order size) into account.

DecisionModel Posterior

Data

Prior 
belief

Objective 
Function

Optimizer

Scenarios



Pseudo-code (simplistic)

def compute_expected_profit(alloc): # e.g.: [.3, .2, .5]

payoff = alloc * df_outcomes

expected_payoff = mean(sum(payoff))

return expected_payoff

optimal_alloc = optimizer.maximize(compute_expected_profit)



Optimal allocation across all scenarios

Objective 
Function

Optimizer

DecisionPosteriors
(parameter 

space)

Outcomes
(data space)



So how much profit are we expecting?

As we can't know when a rocket will crash, the outcome of our optimized 
decision will also be stochastic.

Expected Value



And what would be the outcome if we just used point estimates?

Expected Value of Including 
Uncertainty

Expected Value 
without

uncertainty
Expected Value 
with uncertainty



Benefits of Bayesian Model

● More robust as distributions are leveraged rather than point-estimates

○ The average doesn’t tell you a whole lot about all the possibilities

● Different “track records” are automatically handled

○ Short but great track-record: high uncertainty → many potentially bad outcomes → low 
weight

● Framework: Model and objective can be improved to include all kinds of 
structure:

○ Hierarchical information about country/manufacturer

○ Risk-aversion

○ Payload

○ Estimate optimal insurance premia



Bayesian Insurance Data Science

● Insurance statistics is stuck in the 
past.

● The room for innovation is huge, 
Bayesian modeling perfect tool.

● → The possibility for disruption is 
huge. Be part of the future.

● We are looking for partners to 
create that future.



Resources

● PyMC3: www.pymc.io

● PyMC Labs: www.pymc-labs.io

● Blog post on Bayesian Decision Making: 
https://twiecki.io/blog/2019/01/14/supply_chain/ 
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